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ABSTRACT

We report on the urrent status of the bakground alibration of the EPIC pn-CCD amera on board XMM-

Newton. The intrinsi bakground is omprised of internal eletroni noise, and ontinuous and uoresent

X-ray emission indued by high-energy partiles. Soft protons passing through the X-ray telesope (and �nally

also true osmi X-rays) ontribute to the registered events. The amera bakground has been monitored by

using data in losed �lter positions for three years; we review the spetral, spatial, and temporal distribution,

for all ommissioned instrument modes. This paper also disusses briey the e�ets on sienti� data analysis

and onlusions for further observations and detetors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The in-orbit performane

1

of the European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC) pn-CCD detetor

2

(onsisting of

12 CCDs on a monolithi wafer) aboard XMM-Newton

3

is monitored by observations of dediated astrophysial

objets

4

(like supernova remnants, isolated neutron stars, BL La objets) as well as by exposures using the

�lter wheel in \Closed" and \CalClosed" positions.

5, 6

The EPIC-pn amera an be operated in several

instrument modes

2

with a variety of integration times and readout shemes depending on the sienti� needs

of the astrophysial target. The amera bakground is di�erent for all these modes: full frame (FF), extended

full frame (eFF), large window (LW), small window (SW), timing (TI), and burst (BU) modes.

Closed �lter data are used to analyse the internal amera bakground over the whole available energy range

(0:1 � 30keV) without signi�ant ontribution by osmi X-rays or energeti partiles passing through the

telesope. When turning the EPIC-pn �lter wheel

5

by a few degrees a radioative

55

Fe alibration soure an

illuminate almost the full sensitive CCD area through a hole in the �lter wheel (CalClosed position). These

exposures serve as monitor of the spetral response of EPIC-pn. Above the highest energy of this internal

alibration soure (i.e. the Mn-K� line at � 6:4 keV) these data are also used to investigate spatial, spetral,

and temporal properties of the detetor bakground. We like to note that this �lter position is often realized

when no sienti� observations an be performed due to high radiation: these extra harges an inrease the

harge transfer eÆieny

7

(CTE) by saturation of traps and thus shifted line positions, therefore some of the

\alibration" observations are unsuited for alibration purposes.

Due to the large pixel size of 150�m�150�m only a few pixels an reeive harges indued by an individual

photon. Depending on the size of suh an event pixel pattern these events are lassi�ed as \singles", \doubles",

\triples", and \quadruple" events

7

(any larger pattern size is due to pattern pile-up and annot be produed

by a single photon; those events are usually disarded from a sienti� analysis). This split event behaviour

depends e.g. on photon energy, detetor position, and instrument mode. As will be shown later these pattern

frations are di�erent for internal amera bakground X-rays and for X-rays that have passed through the



Figure 1. EPIC-pn spetra (0:2 � 18 keV) of the full detetor area using the \Closed" �lter observations in full

frame modes (FF+eFF) taken during the �rst 3 years in orbit (313 ks), in single-pixel events (left) and double-pixel

events (right). Several prominent features are seen (e.g., Al-K�, Ni-K�, and Cu-K� lines). The insert is a lose-up

of the spetral range 4 � 7 keV where a few weak features an be seen. Note also the Mo-K� line at 17:4 keV whih

is only visible in the doubles due to the onboard MIP rejetion threshold2 whih suppresses individual events above

15 keV. The di�erent spetral ontinuum slope is due to the energy dependene of the single/double ratio (see also Fig.5).

Figure 2. EPIC-pn spetra (0:2�18 keV) of the full detetor area using the \CalClosed"�lter observations in full frame

modes (FF+eFF) taken during the �rst 3 years in orbit (2031 ks), in single-pixel events (left) and double-pixel events

(right). The spetrum is reated by the onboard radioative

55

Fe alibration soure. Above 7 keV this �lter position

an also be used to study the internal amera bakground (see Fig.1).

X-ray telesope.

8

Moreover, only a subset of three-pixel and four-pixel events types an be produed by a

single photon, impossible are e.g. three adjaent events in one row or in one olumn et. These invalid pattern

types an be produed by pattern pile-up of valid events with eletroni noise or also by \soft proton are"

radiation, and an result in an apparent loss of ux of an astrophysial X-ray soure.

2. GLOBAL SPECTRA

Figure 1 shows spetra of all available �lter wheel \Closed" data in nominal instrument setup in Full Frame

(FF) and extended Full Frame (eFF) modes taken during the �rst three years in orbit, with a total integration

time of 313 ks. The left panel ontains the spetrum of single-pixel events while in the right panel only double-

pixel events are used. All events within the �eld-of-view have been olleted. The astrophysially interesting



Figure 3. Left: omparison of a FF mode exposure in \CalClosed" �lter (top, blak) with one in \Closed" �lter position

(bottom, blue); above 7 keV the spetra agree with eah other. Right: omparison of a \blank �eld" observation

9

(X-

ray shadow in Ophiuhus performed with \Thin1" �lter) with a \Closed" �lter exposure, both in eFF mode; at higher

energies the internal bakground beomes omparable to the sky bakground.

energy range around the iron K lines is displayed as insert in the left panel, weak features, e.g. at Ti-K�,

Cr-K�, or Fe-K� are seen. Note that the noise peak (below 400 eV) di�ers signi�antly in singles and doubles,

it is broadened as the noise ontributes twie to the spetral width.

Similarly, in Fig.2 the spetra of all \CalClosed" observations are shown, with singles (left) and doubles

(right panel) separately. Due to the high statistis (total integration time 2031ks) also weak lines are learly

visible like Au-L� (11.4 keV) or the Mo-K� and Mo-K� lines at 17.4 and 19.6keV (bottom), respetively.

It is worth mentioning that the auray of the energy orretions in the XMM Standard Analysis Software

(XMMSAS) is high so that still outside the X-ray telesope energy band (i.e. above the Au-L edge) the line

positions of the high-energy lines di�er by less than < 0:3% from the nominal positions.

Figure 4 illustrates in the left panel the similarity of the high-energy spetrum obtained in \Closed" (bottom,

blue) and \CalClosed" (top, blak) �lter positions. In the right panel a siene observation with \Thin1" �lter

is ompared with the \Closed" spetrum observed in the same instrument mode (eFF) just two months later.

3. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

Figure 4 illustrates the spatial inhomogeneity of prominent bakground lines (Ni-K�, Cu-K�, Mo-K�). The Al-

K� line at 1.5 keV appears to be at. The high-energy lines show striking orrespondene with the eletronis

board mounted below the CCD wafer. Molybdenum is embedded between opper layers, and at the edges of the

four individual quadrant plates harateristi line emission an esape. Nikel is orrelated with the eletroni

devies, the CAMEX at the top and bottom, the TIMEX hips, et. At Ni-K emission enhanements one an

observe de�its in the Cu-K emission due to absorption. Zn-K shows a slight inrease away from the CAMEX

and is also present at the on-axis position. Careful bakground seletion and subtration is required if one is

interested in spetral features lose to these inhomogeneous uoresene lines.

4. MODE DEPENDENCY

In the following we disuss the various \imaging" and \fast" EPIC-pn modes in order of dereasing frame yle

time, from 199.2ms (eFF) over 73.36 (FF), 47.66 (LW), to 5.67ms (SW mode), and 5.94ms (TI) and 4.34ms

(BU mode), respetively. In Figs.5 and 6 the full �eld-of-view pattern distributions and pattern frations are

shown. Internal bakground single pixel events appear to be more abundant than the model frations predit.

This is due to \bak-side" (atually front-side) illumination of the wafer by radiation from the eletronis board

exited by high-energeti partiles. These seondary X-rays are absorbed lose to the front-side and thus have

only a short travel distane where the harge loud ould spread - while osmi X-rays have to traverse the full

wafer thikness.



Figure 4. Upper left: layout of the printed iruit board
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of the EPIC-pn amera, onsisting of 4 quadrants with a

venting hole in the middle; detetor images in narrow energy bands around K� line energies of: (lower left) nikel (7:3�

7:6 keV), (upper right) opper (7:8� 8:2 keV), (lower right) molybdenum (17:1� 17:7 keV). The absolute normalization

of the images an be inferred from the spetra (singles, doubles) in Fig. 2. Note that the nominal on-axis position is

lose to the detetor enter and thus Cu-K and Ni-K lines are there below average.



Figure 5. Event pattern distributions (left) and frations (right panels) for merged eFF, FF, and LW mode \Closed"

�lter data (from top to bottom), respetively. The lines denote singles (red) starting at 100 eV, doubles (blue) at 200 eV,

triples (green) and invalid (blak) at 300 eV, and quadruples (turquoise) at 400 eV, as 100 eV is the lower event threshold

for all these modes. The solid lines in the right panels indiate the model pattern distributions as funtion of energy

for X-ray photons from the sky for the various modes (along with the \singles + doubles" model in purple olour).

Obviously the low-energy noise follows a di�erent split relation, and at higher energies the observed frations exhibit

an inrease of single events. As double events ollet more noise during readout than single events spetral lines are

broadened and the fration of singles/doubles shows arti�ial residuals at the ore and wing of a line.



Figure 6. Event pattern distributions (left) and frations (right) for merged SW, TI, and BU mode \Closed" �lter data

(from top to bottom), respetively, similar to Fig.5. Note that for TI and BU modes the lower thresholds are about

200 eV and 115 eV, respetively. Due to poorer statistis (smaller CCD area read out as well as lower mode eÆieny

the pattern frations (SW, TI modes) show only marginally the trend of inreased single event fration, while in BU

mode the model over-predits the single pattern fration of the bakground.

The eFF mode is similar to the FF mode, exept for the longer integration time due to a number of wait

states after the readout of eah quadrant. Due to the long integration time it is a�eted by pile-up in the ase

of bright soures, whih auses a loss of single pixel events and a gain of double pixel events at higher energies.



The ratio of readout and integration time is smaller for the eFF mode than for FF mode and thus out-of-time

events are redued whih auses narrower lines. Note, that the Ni-K� line is weaker in the LW mode as the

\bright" regions (at CAMEX and TIMEX hips) are not read-out in this mode.

To visualize the e�et of spatial bakground inhomogeneities (noise as well as exited X-rays) on pattern

distributions we divided eah CCD into bins of 20 pixels along the readout diretion, labeled from Y0 at the

CAMEX to Y9 at the enter of the detetor. In Fig.7 for 8 out of the 10 strips (seleted over all 12 CCDs) the

pattern distributions are shown with Y0 at the lower left panel, inreasing CAMEX distane to the bottom, Y4

at the top of the right panels inreasing down to Y9 position. The most prominent features are the inreased

numbers of doubles and invalid patterns lose to the CAMEX while the singles noise peak is slightly shifted

to higher energies due to CTI orretion. A signi�ant part of the invalid patterns is a ombination of a valid

event with a neighbouring noise event whih an yield event patterns that annot be aused by a single photon.

Events in the SW mode are only read out in a 64� 64 CCD pixel window in CCD4. After integration the

window is shifted fast by 136 rows and then is slowly read out similar to in the Full Frame mode. We therefore

an ompare the SW mode distributions with the ones obtained by extrating the same window from FF mode

data (Fig.8). It an be seen that the distributions are signi�antly di�erent as far as the distribution of invalid

patterns is onerned.

In the fast modes (TI, BU) it is assumed in the CTI orretion routines that all events originate from a

single RAWY position, as there is no spatial information along the readout diretion anymore (but a �ne-time

oordinate). This assumption is not ful�lled here, therefore deviations from the model are expeted.

5. TEMPORAL EFFECTS

The overage of \Closed" �lter observations over the 3 years of operation in orbit is only sparse. As was

shown above also \CalClosed" �lter exposures an be used to study the bakground above the Mn-K� line.

Figure 9 ombines the e�et of varying bakground with the deay of the internal alibration soure. An

early observation, performed under low-bakground onditions, shows more soft ontinuum and Al and Mn

line emission than a later \CalClosed" exposure under high-bakground onditions. At higher energies the

latter one is a fator of 3� 4 brighter. This an be understood in terms of the deay of the

55

Fe soure with

(T

1=2

� 2:7a). The right panel of Fig.9 fouses on this spei� subjet. For all imaging modes it shows the

rate of the Mn-K� line in the SW mode window in CCD4. Intensity variations due to out-of-time events are

not orreted for, therefore the various mode urves appear to be o�set.

Figure 10 summarizes the relations of the 10� 12 keV ount rates versus time and versus \Disarded Line

Counter" (NDISCLIN) whih is a measure for inoming high-energy partiles. From Rev. 200 on a slight inrease

is seen (top) while the smaller NDISCLIN values (blue) are due to setup hanges in Rev. 223. This an be seen

both in FF mode (left) and eFF mode (right panel). However, the satter in the data is strong so that no lear

orrelation is evident.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The internal bakground of the EPIC-pn amera in the 2� 7 keV range is about 10

�1

ts s

�1

keV

�1

. At higher

energies this bakground beomes omparable to the sky bakground. Removing the iruit board from the

sensitive volume and a graded shielding will enable to redue this omponent in future X-ray instrumentation.

As astrophysial interesting lines are merely at lower energies than the bakground uoresene lines these in

turn ould be used a monitor of the line positions at high energies in siene observations - in ontrast to the

internal alibration soure where the �lter wheel is in a losed position.

The uoresene lines of Ni, Cu, and Mo show strong spatial variations orrelated with amera strutures,

while Ti/Cr/Fe and Zn are only marginally inhomogeneous. The Al line appears to be homogeneous as

aluminum is abundant in the amera.

Event pattern frations depend on detetor position (di�erent position along readout diretion for same

mode), and instrument mode (same detetor region but SW/FF di�erene) and are also energy-dependent -

these quantities enter the normalization of the response �les and are stored in the quantum eÆieny alibration

�les.



The \disarded line ounter" time series is a�eted by instrument setup hanges and hanges in the mission

planing poliies. It is used as exposure orretion.

The rate of the internal alibration soure has dropped by more than a fator of 2 and therefore longer

monitoring observations will be needed to get suÆient statistis in one exposure.
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Figure 7. Event pattern distributions for merged FF mode \Closed" �lter data, positions Y0,1,2,3 (left) and 4,6,8,9

(right), orresponding to inreasing distane to the CAMEX. For details see text.



Figure 8. Event pattern distributions for SW mode (left) and for FF mode where only the SW mode window has been

extrated (right panel). The di�erent absolute normalization is due to fator of 3 shorter SW mode exposure times. In

SW mode there are signi�antly more invalid patterns relative to single events ompared to the same CCD region in

FF mode.

Figure 9. In the left panel a low-bakground \CalClosed" (Rev.80, 16-May-2000, blue) observation is ompared with

a high-bakground \CalClosed" (Rev.242, 4-Apr-2001, blak) exposure, with only single events seleted. The time lag

between the exposures is � 0:88 a. The weakening in the Al and Mn lines and also in the low-energy ontinuum is due

to the deay of the

55

Fe soure (T

1=2

� 2:7a), the inrease mostly visible above � 7 keV is aused by exessively high

partile radiation. This weakening is also illustrated in the right panel, where for the various imaging modes the ount

rate of the

55

Fe soure in the SW mode window is shown as a funtion of time.



Figure 10. Lighturves of the 10� 12 keV single-pixel rates in \CalClosed" FF mode (left) and eFF mode data (right),

the same intensities plotted versus the orresponding average \Disarded Line Counter" NDISCLIN (bottom panels,

without Revs. 248 and 309). The EPEA setup was hanged during the mission, red triangles denote data points before

and blue squares after the hange, respetively. Therefore NDISCLIN is only a measure for a ertain setup (and

instrument mode due to di�erent integration times as basis for the MIP rejetion). Additionally, the mission planning

was hanged, \CalClosed" �lter exposures were sheduled at the beginning of a revolution where the bakground level

is generally higher, or too high for sienti� observations.


